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PREFACE

This pamphlet, one a,series of four, contains a major

paper on moral educati n and three critiques of that paper.

The paper was present, d at a national Conference on Moral/

Citizenship Education held in Jun.? of 1976, and the critiques'

were commissioned independent of the conference. Three other

major presentations at that conference, and accompanying' cri-

tiques, comprise the companion pamphlets to this one. Each

pamphlet sets forth and illuminates one of four theoretical

apprbacheS to radial education: cognitive-decision theory,

developmental theory, prosocial theory/research, and values

theory. These approaches were selected because it was felt

that they represent areas of research, development, and writ:

ing which have had the.most significant impact on the field.

Although the series is conceived as a unit providing

an overview of selected moral education perspectives, each

paMphlet is intended to stand alone as representative and

expository (IA one specific approach.

Conference Background

The conference at which the papers were presented was

a highlight of a 1975-76 yearlong planning effort carried

out by Research for Better Schools (RBS) under contract with

the National-Institute of Education (N1E). The conference ,

brought together approximately 85 experts representing a

5
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variety of viewpoints an'd interests.

The primary purpose of the conference (in addition ter

facilitating.am exchange of information across the_field) was

0 develop moral/citizenship education recommendations from

as wide a base as possible concerning research,,development,

and dissemination. The fcey process was one of interiction,

with work groups arriving at recommendations on the basis of

the four major informat&rial papers collected in this publi-

cation series, and work-group deliberations. The recommenda-

tions were then submitted to NIE and the public.

On,the basis of the conference recommendations, a

mated plan of R, D, & D for moral/citizenship educatipn (at

that time termed ethical-citizenship education) was developed

which has the endorsement of a wide and influent..al constitu-

ency. Work is in progteis to advocate and implement that

plan.
,In the past year Moral/Citizenship Education and Ethical-

Citizenship Educa'tion have merged as a broadly conceived

Ci, tizen Education component of RM. The front and back mat-

ter of this pamphlet'summarizes aspects of that component,

including objectives, affiliations, and resources.

st.

The Values Approach to Moral Education

The major paper and critiques in this pamphlet deal with

the values approach to moral education, a brief summary' of

ii
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which followt. This highly condensed statement can poitray

only the most general characteristics of the values perspec-

tive. It is included here simply to orient the reader, not

to define the fie40.:

The theoretical position must widely accepted in the

schools toaay is that of the values theorists, particularly

one subsumed under it: values clarification. The key dis:-

tinctive feature of the values theorists is their belief in

the centrality of values in human action and personality. A

value is defined as an enduring personal quality or belief

which serves to organize personal behavior, either con-

sciously or unconsciously. The position is further dis-

tinguished by the assumptions that individuals can become

conscious of their values and can consciously direct their

actions consistent with those values. The values theorists

are united in their dual objective to bring values to the

level of personal consciousness and to influence individuals

to use their values as A guide, to act consistently with

them. The values theorists do differ on whether there are

good or bad values or whether it is useful and justifiable to

present a delimited list of values. Several maintain that

certain kinds of values, such as equality and self-weIfare,

should be emphasized in any educational effort. Finally,

most values theorists believe that there should be harmony or

iii



noncorrbradiction among values held by each individual. The

values theorists include educators, psychologists, sociolo-

gists, and economists. This position is having a visible

effect on educational practice today.
A._

.111.1.
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VALUES EDUCATION:- 1976 AND BEYOND

Howard Kirschenbaum

National Humanistic Educai,ion Center

The autbor.suggests that many different values-
edtication approaches share 2 common goals: to

. help individuals lead personally satisfying.lives
, and be'come constructive members of society. The

theory and methodology of Raths and colleagues.
(values clarification); Rokeach; Lasswell, Rucker,
and colleagues; Kohlberg (moral developtent); and

\cognitive-decisionTmaking theories are examined
in this%lightf as are traditional approaches like
moralizing and modeling'. A synthesis of values-
education objectives, derived from the.various

4 schools of'thought, is proposed. Further research
activities are auggested, with an emphasis on
both furthOsing knowledge-in each of the separate
approaches and in undertaking some major integra-
tive studies which address basic issues in the
field. Specific development ind dissemination
activities are also advocated. A final section
briefly examines the general coMmunity reaction
to values education.. 4

Delineation of the Values-Education lield

My first challenge is to delineate the field known as

"values edUcation." I think of this as a rather broad area,

including some aspects of affective education, the moral-

development approach, the cognitive-decision-making approach,

and other components of moral and citizenship education. The

editors, however, have chosen to factor out the values theo-

rists, the developmentalisis, the cognitive-decision makers,

\.

This paper also appears, with minor modifications, in The
School's Role As Moral Authority, a booklet published bytEe
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1977.

9
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and the prosbOat behaviorists from the general field of

moral Apd citizenship education and ask that each group be

,

dealt with separately: Giyen-My own intearative cOnception
1

- /

of values eduction, I am going t6"4h4ve some difficulty doing

this. I will try to remain wi.thin the proposed framiwotk,

but from time to time this imperwill.inCorporate other? -

theorieS and educational approaches. 1".

/
Common Goals

At first glance, it might seem.that one of the most dif-
.a

ficult problems in the field of 1;'alues education, is to get

the theorists and practitionei-s from different schools to

agree on a set of overriding goals. On the contreiry, I would

like to suggest that most values/motaljcitizOnship educators

share a common set of objectives, which can be clustered

around two overall goals: (a) to help people become more

fulfilled and satisfied with the quality of'their lives, and

(b) to help them become more constructive members of the

groups of which they are a part, i.e., in their relation-

-ships, families, task groups, social groups, i d societies.

These two general goals can be stated more plicitly.

To expand the first: When life has value for us, we prize

and cherish more of our choices, beliefs, and adtiviViies. We

\_experience i stronger self-concept and feel greater meaning

in life. We are less apathetic and flighty, more purposeful

and committed. This does-not mean we are always."happy. It

210
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meaps tpat.we are Living 4itally,eiperiencing klie4richness
* ../ .

.of ourselves; otherd, arid ttieloarld%around us ag'we moye.rto7.,
. .

ward seli-selacted, meanihgful ends. I'suggedt this is one

. .

generally agreed-upon goal of.valUes education%

The second goal deals with being socially 'collstructive,

Which, iseems,to me, Means...to act in a way.thpt promotes'

the values of life and 10erty: Liberty encompaises the
.

values of freedom, justice, and equality. $toted diffqn-

ently, to be socially constructive helps .create

tions which permit others'the'freedom to pursue'lives that

will be fulfilling and s'atisfying to'them.

I have never encountered a serious advocate of moral,

citizenship, 6r values education who-disagreed fundamentally'

with these two goals. It is 'true'that some apiiroaches have

emphasized the devel4ment 61 personally satisfyint values,

while others have stressed the development of socially con-

structive attitudes,and action; still others have focused on

both areas. However; no educational point of view, to my

knowledge, has stated as its goal the cultivation of unful-

filled, purposeless individual* or Social migfits.

Some examples: Values clarification (Raths, Harmin, &

Simon, 1966); one of the most popular values-education ap-

proachesi*n the schools, has emphaOzed the importance of

helping peciple discover and build into their lives that which

they truly prize and cherish. This is clearly consistent

44
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with the first goal mentioned abov. Values'clarification

is also explicit about people to consider the

'consequences of their choicesboth personal and social obnse-
7

quences. Here both goals are addtessed. In. its methodology,

values clarificattr encourdges respect for all viewpOints

'and.autonomy for individuals; it:thereby implicitly affirms

the importance of individual growet, but ndt at the expense

of those aroand one. ExplIcitly and implicitly, then, this

valdes-education approach supports the two .broad goals men-

tioned above. ,0

,Milton Rokeach, a pioneer in the'fkelds, of attitude .

change'and values theory, also reflects both goals of:volUed

education. He writes:

The school has not onkW/ays 6een in the business
of inculcatins, shaping and modifying certain values,
but should be in this business. Society depends upon
the educational institution to successfully inculcate
/educational values. (Rokea6h, 1975, p. 124)

/

Amo g eduatipnal values he includes "a sense of accomplish-

me self-respect, wisdom,,freedom and equality" ana refers

tT hat are perhaps the ultimate educational values--in'df-

vjigual growth and.self-realization" (p. 125).a

/ 'Another values-education approach popularized by Rucker,
.

.

Arnspiger, and Brodbech- 1969), based an ,a wi,theory' of l-

tues developed by IiiroldLasSwell (1951), affirms the impor-
,

tance of eight values as a gopl for human development and
a .

i

4,0 educations respect, wealth/ .power, enlightenment, skill,

4
12
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rectitude, well-being, and affection. As Lasswell defines

thesie values; they fall very nicely in line with either or
%

both ofathe goals for values education--personal effective.,

ness and social commitment.

( Many religious-education programs have similar goals

for the values development of their constituents, young and

old alike. The good life is-defined by most religions as

414,
'acting charitably toward one's neighbor, puesuing a larger,

transcendental purpose or weaning"in life, and enjitying the

goodness of.all creation in the pmcess. The YMCA, for ex-

ample, has recently launched a major values-education program
ON

of national sco0e, basea largely on the. values-clarification

approach and affirming the importance of individual growth

and social responsibility. Many new publications in reli-

gious education make tt°e same connection (e.g., Larson &

Larson, 1976).

This agreeMent on the broader goals of values education

is not confined only to those theorists who have been iden-
,

tified as values theorists for the purpose of the 1976 Con-

ference on Moral/Citizenship Educlation; agreement is shared

by other moral/citiz,nship educition schools of thought.

Certainly OA chief concern of the moral developmentalists

has been the promotion of higher levels of Moral reasoning--

e.g., the values of reciprocity, fairness, and the "just"

community. Prefacing an excellent yearbook that describeS-a

5
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values-analysis approach to values education, the president

of the National Councii-tor the Social Studies voices the

same floncerns:

Societies today, as they have for thousands of years,
embrace a system of valves that rejects killing, steal-
ing, lying and cheating:...While we invest a million
dollars on. cancer research presumably to preserve huinan
life, we spend billions on systems designed to destroy
life.. "The same community that is aroused over the
spread(of venereal disease among its young..will not al-
low sex educatiorfits school curriculum. (Metcalf,
1971, pp. v-vi,)

His frustration with an education that has failed to achieve

1ER potential in human welfare is apparent in every example,

and he expresses the dissatisfaction of many'values educa-

tors. They too are not happy with the status quo.

People are confused and conflicted about their values,

say the values clarifiers. In individual lives the symptoms

are apathy, flightiriess, overconformity, excessive dissent-

ing, and other behaviors indicative of a lack of values or

of valtkes confusion. Ultimately such confusion can lead to

the absence of perceived purpose in living--a istate of dis-

order or suffering. Individual values problems can also af-

fect relationships, contribute to.considerable conflict with-

in families and groups, encourage inefficiency, and lead to

a reduction of constructive activity in society. Society

can ill afford.such a loss. Nations around the globe suffer

-from similar-vaItieg-dohlU-sion, performing great acts of char-

ity and construction with one hand and moral atrocities and

1.4
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environmental destruction with the other. The very survival

of the planet is endangered by such values conflicts, say the

values clarifiers (e.g., Kirschenbaum, Harmin, Howe, & Simon,

1975).

Other values educators agree. Rucker et al. (1969) see

young people suffering from "value deprivations"--alienation,

lack of self-respect, powerlessness--iWother words, the op-

posite of Lasswell's eight valua,mentioned above. Rokeach

(1973) finds inconsistencies between the end values people

say they hold and the means they use to achieve these values.

Moral developmentalists see most people operating at rela-

tively low levels of moral reasoning. In a study that may

be apocryphal (lthough if it were true I would not be sur-

prised), it was established that the Bill of Rigtits, if put

to a referendum today, would be defeated by a whopping major-

ity. Not surprisingly, cognitive-decision-making theorists

are concerned about the lack of logic and critical thinking

applied to contemporary social discourse and decision making.

Values-Education Appi-oaches

In short, values educators believe That conscious peda-

gogical strategies must be employed if we are to move from

the present rather unhappy state of affairs to one char-

_acterized by the two broad_ goals olf values_education. In

7



effect we have the dilemma of moving from piAnt a to point c.

Point a is characterized as lacking in values clarity and

critical-thinkilg skills and operating at low levels of moral

reasoning; social issues and crises receive only the most

token recognition, analysis, or corrective action. We are

now at point a--as children, frequently as adults, and as a

society. Point b is the intervention the educator employs to

move to point C. The latter position is defined by clearer

- purposes, enthusiasm, sharpness of thinking, higher levels of

moral reasoning, and the social commitment to recognize prob-

lems, analyze them thoughtfully, and take bold and effective

action. The problem of values education, therefore, is very

simple: How do we help people move from point a to point c?

In the context of public education, how dp we help students

move along the developmental continuum to greater values

maturity?

Parents, teachers, religious leaders, and other helpers

have been intervening for thousands of years, of course,

attempting to influence the varlues development of their

charges. More recently, psychologists and educators have de-

vised interventions based on more precise theories of how

values develop and change--theories usually tested by varying

degrees of empirical research.

One of the most traditional approdbNe7s7to values eft-

cationnot one built on a strong foundation of theory and

8 1 6



research but nevertheless successful for centuries when a

less complex world presented fewer choices--is that of nioral-

izing. Gently or foicefully, subtly or harshly, the morali-

zer tells young people what-to do, what to think, what is

right or wrong, good or bad. There ii often a great deal of

wiSdom or caring attached to such moralizing. The problem,
11.

of Course, is that different teachers may tell children dif-

feient things. Their parents, ministers, and peer groups may

also tell them different things, as may the mass media, the

politicians, sports heroes', and movie stars. In fact, young

people are probably bombarded from all sides with different

messages abOut what values to pursue and whit goals to strive

for in order to achieve, to belong, to be popular, and to

succeed with the opposite sex. The moralizer adds his or her

individual input;ibut then, how does the young person sort it

all out?

Kany do not. They-grow into adults who are easily influ-

enced by the most persuasive moralizers and so are filled

with contradictions among their values and inconsistencies

between their beliefs and behavior, thus easy prey to the ad-

man's version of reality, the demagogUe's lie, or peer group

pressure toward conformity.

Another traditional values-education approach is that

15fmo-de-lin-9 -model -is a----1--ivirtg- example -of- the

values in-which he or she believes. One of the best ways to

9
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teach anythfng is to present a concrete example of it. Young

people today are quick to spot adults who say one°thing and

do another. Unfortunatelir, though, the problem of multiple

values remains. There are too many models modeling different .

values--ditferept goals, life-styles, speech patterns, moral

codes, 'orientations toward work and play, life and death.

Which models are the real'teachers, which the charlatans?
. I

How does one decide?

0
Because the traditional pethods of morallzing and model-

ing fail to teach young people a process by which-they can.?

analyze much of the confusing information about their world

and learn to make their own decisions--a process by whiPh

they can pick the best and reject the worst of all the mor-

alizing and modeling they are continually subjected to--most

of the recent values-education approaches have provided a \

different type of intervention aimed at getting from point

a to point c. Proponents of these new plans recognize that

moralizing and modeling will conUnue to exist as alterna-

tive avenues of values education, but they argue that the old

forms are not sufficient to do the jqb. Let me describe some

of the newer approaches.

Values clarificAtioitries to tea-el people a process

which can be applied to values choices throulhout life.

Th.is-process-copsists of-seven 6lu15prociiies, first defined

by Raths et al....(l966): (a)-choosing from alternatives,

1810
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(b) choos,,ing after consiiileri6g consequences, (C.) choosing

freely, (d) prizing and cperishing one's choices, (e) pub

licly affirming one's choices, (f) acting on one's choices,

and (g) acting with repetition and pattern in one's choices.

The values-clarification methodology consists of hundreds

of different classroom or group Astrategies" or activities

that are designed to help people leatk.these proceses and

to give them practice in applying them to values-laden

areas in thwir lives (Simon et al. 1972). Values-clarifi-

cation approaches for dealing with school subjects are also

employed (Harmin et al., 1973). Research on values-clarifi-

cation provides tentative support for the claim that this

intervention helps achieve the loals of values education

without any loss (and often with a gain) to school subject-

iratter goals (Kirschenbaum, 1975).
.to

Milton Rokeach's work (1975) on values is not so much an

educational approach at this stage as an experimental ap-

proach to investigating how values may be changed by outside

manipulation. He continues to demonstrate that values change

in a predictable direction when subjects are shown discrepan-

cies between what they say they personally value and-what

other groups with which the subjects identify claim to value.

Ip all of Rokeach's experiments the change is_in the direc7.._

tion of more socially constructive values and behavior, as

defined above. (He refuses to conduct his,experiments in the

11
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opposite direction, to see if ihe same discrepancy theory'

would still apply.)

Rucker et al. (1969) use many activities akin to values

clarification am well as many materials they and their col-

leagues have develoged, all centered around Lasswell's eight

values dimensions. Students thereby continue to understand

and internalize these eight values more deeply and to cm-

prehend how the values dimensions are related to their lives.

Morar developmentalists in the Kohlbergian tradition

intervene by posing values dilemmas for students to consider

and by facilitating discussions in which several different

'levels of moral reasoning are likely to be present. Re-

search'by the moral developmentalists indicates that under

the right conditions, progression up the stages of moral

reasoning is the inevitable result.

Other edUcators intervene in the cognitive and decision-

making areas by teaching students analytical and critical-

thinking skills (e.g Raths, Wasserman, Jonas, & Rothstein,

1-967) and the structure of logic and/or decision-making

skills, all of which are essential for more effective per-

sonal and social choices.

Common Ground among Values-Education Approaches

Other specific directions in values education could be

mentioned, end it is possible to spend a great deal of time

12
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contrasting them. I find it more useful at this point to

consider the common ground among the varibus values-education

approaches taken most seriously and used most widely today;

for in.that area of overlap I see the possibility of some

clarity about the future of values education.

First, all these approaches ery to teach.young people

(and adults) a set of valuing skills or valuing processes.

The concept of skills is very useful, I think, because we

are on secure grourid in communicating with educators and the

community if we refer to that widely accepted function of

schools--teaching skills. Therefore, if we could take from

each of tbe values-education approaches those skills which

seem critical to the development of personally satisfying

and socially constructive living,. we would really have some-

thing important--a set of specific objectives for values

education which could be agreed upon and measured.

have previously (Kirschenbaum 1973) tried to for:T..1-

late such a list of valuing skills, representing those skills

or processes emphasized by the various ;approaches mentioned

above and some from otilers--for instance, effectiveness

training (Gordon, 1970, 1975) and reevaluation counseling

(Jackins, 1965)--not yet cited. The skills clustr under
\

what I would call the qtie "dimensions" of the overall valu-

ing process:



Thinking

Thinking on many levels (e.g., Bloom, Engelhart, Furst,
Walker, & Krathwohl, 1956)

Critical thinking (e.g., laths et al., 1967; Metcalf,
1971)

Divergent creative thinking (e.g.., Parnes, 1967)

Moral reasoning (e.g., Kohlberg, 1968)

Feeling

Being aware of one's feelings (e.g., Rogers, 1961)

Discharging distressful feelings (Jackins,.1965)

Ex periencing positive self-esteem (e.g., Norem-
Hebeisen, 1976)

Choosing or Decision Making

Goal setting

Data gathering

Choosing from alternatives (Raths et al., 1966)

choosing after considering consequences (Raths et al.,
1966)

Choosing freely (Raths.-et"61., 1966)

Soliciting feedback about the,results

Cgmmunicating

Sending.clear messages (e.g., Gordon, 1970)

Empathic listening (e.g. Gordon, 1970; Rogers, 1951)

"No lose" coriflict resolution (e.g., Gordon, 1970)

Acting

Acting skillfully and competently, including:
(a) academic skills
(b) professional skills
(c) personal-social skills

22



these dimension-siii valuing overlap; they are not dis-
.

trete psychological processes. For example, one may think,

communicate, and act simultaneously. The skills are not

necessarily used in the order in which they are presented

here; their order depends upon the context and the person.

Finally( this list is not meant to be definitive. One can

add or delete a given skill, or use 'different terms, depend-

ing upon personal orientation.

The list, then, is not the product of any one school of

thought but an integration of many approaches to values edu-

cation. I suggest that it is possible to state the follow-

ing as the main hypothesis of values education, based on the

separate theories of each school represented and on the re-

search each school has conducted: The consistent skillful

and appropriate use of specific valuing processes increases

the likelihood that our lives and our choices will have value

for ourselmes and will be constructive in the,social context.

This statement implies that the .entire field of values educa-

tion can be clarified toward the objective of teaching a.de-

finable set of skills.

As a part of teaching the various valuing skills, dif-

ferent methods provide students with practice in using the

.skills and applying them to values-laden areas in their

lives. Sometimes the practice uses abstract issues or moral

dilemmas that are distant from students' immediate concerns;



this is true of the Kohlberg model and occasionally of the

values-analysis model. However, approaches such as values

clarification'iand the Rucker'et al. (1969) model.tend to

give students practice-An using the valuing skills by hav-
0..

ing them think aboutr. discuss, and act on real issues in

their livesfamily, friendt, school, leisure time, and the

like. All the strategies are workable with socially impor-

tant content.

In any case, the goal is the same--to reinforce the

skills which have been learned, or which are being learned,

and to encourage students to apply the skills across the

range of human experience, including their own lives.

Another thing which many of fhe approaches have in coi-.

mon is the creation of discrepancies or dissonance in a per-

son's thinking, intended as a step toward moral development.

values clarification puts great emphasis on exposing students

to alternative belief and action models. Moral developmenta-

lists stress the importance of'exposing students to levels of

moral reasoning one stage above their own. -Rokeach (1973)1

as we have rioted, highlight- the dissonance created when ex-

perimental, subjects find that a reference group they adMire

has responded differently than they did to a similar values

survey.

Each of these viewpoint's postulates, explicitly or im-

plicitly, that such an exposure to alternative frames of

24
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reference contributes to.a positive change in values or.level

of moral reasoning. The research of any one"of these schools

of thought could be used to help explain the methodology of

the other schools. There seems to be a developing con§is-

tency i understanding of how values grow and chang.

Present State of the Art

So where are we in values education? To.summarize the

previous discussion, we have a number of approaches, each

with its own theoretical base, materials, methods, and re-
.

search support. Most eschew any,attempt to Aliculcate spe-

cific values regarding religion, pokitics, and the like,

but these schools,are not values-free. Implicitly or ex-

plicitly, they affirm certain values consistent with a demo-

cratic philosophy.

I have suggested that tfiere are two key values or goals

that.th all share: First is the:inalienable right of the

indikual to a personally4fulfi1ling life. Second are the

princi.Oles of freedom, justiCp, ahd equality--in a word,

liberty. The foundexs of this cdruntry stated simply that

these tfuths, or values, of life, liberty, and the pursuit

'of happiness were "self-evident."

We can do more than that today. There -is a tradition

now in psychological research (e.g, Kohlberg, 1964; Rogers,

1964) which suggests that these values are also natural or

17
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universal. That still is.no ultimate proof of their lesir-

ability, but the suggestion:*Of their universality addi cr4-
,

denqe.0 the giowing numtler:of educational approaches aimed

at equipping students with Ole ikillo and
4
atiitudes neceqsary

to the fulfillment of Jefferson's dream.

Where Do We Go from Here?

Beginning with John Dewey, the Concern with citizenship

education has played an important part in the language of

modern pedagogy. The recent renaissance in values education.

is.a continuation of that tradition, falsed on a firmer fouti-

dation of psychological theory and research. Hilt in many

ways, we are still only at the beginning stages of develop-

meni in this area.

We..should_examine,,two areas of futt...7e effor (a) re-
,

search and development, i.e., the generation of new knowledge;

and tectinique, and Lb) dissemination, Le., pfie implementa-
1

/
tion on a broad scale of-the best knowledge/and techniquee

presently available. le
f

Research

.I see the need for two kinds of re..gearch and development

in this area-14/hat I would call specAfic and integrative.

.Specific research and developl*nt efforts slibuld be aimed

at helping the most promising piy6jects involving moral/val-
..

'.ues/citizenship education co inue their good woik. Areas

Y.

//
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suctim %s values glarificat,ibn, moral development, values

'analysis, and the like are*iterthi of further support be-,

cause they are, consistent with democrat-IT educational. goals,

they have some empirical research base, .and they have demon7,

stratéd the ability to appeal to broad segments of the popu-
. ,

, lation. In other words, people Lige these approaches; and the

4 A"pproaches affect.the lives of children.

Each ofAhme schools has important concerns which should

. r
be purguedo For example, at what grade levels is a given

strategy most effective? What kinds of students do or do not
.

.profit from dertain approaches or certain kinds of intecven-

ttensi %That teacher-training modeAs-in a given methodology

lead to-the gretitest positive chae iteacher and -student.

behavior?

The specific schools of thought should be enabled to pur-
.

sue each-question separately, thereby generating new informa-
,

tion on the nature of vallaps and moral'deve3npment'and the

means of influencing moral/values/citizenship'development in,

public education.

This uis not to say that every proposal using the words

values, morals, or the like should be funded. Personally,

have law' asked to consult with many valoes-eIrcation proj-

ects seeking.tunding; but often; after examining a-proposal,

I haye felt that the propject would add little that was new

_4 in terms of research 9r development. 4athough the funds

19-
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requested might have provided needed teacher training in a

given district, I question whether in the long run the money

would have been spent wisely.

There is certainly room for valid disagreement among

people in the field as to what research should or should.not

be funded; I will simply caution that we have considerable

knowledge about values .education at this point and, rather

I)than continue to reinvent the wheel, we should be wiling to

fund less pedestrian programs which might have far-re ching
'1

consequences.

Why not, for example, go-to some of the leaders in the

different values-educatipon areas who have distinguished them-
,-

selves and ask: "If you had x number of dollars to Oplor

any quesabns which ybu thiok are critical in your area, what

woufd you propose?"' I venture' to say that out of this Would

come some ideas which might lead to noteworthy research.ef-

forts in American education.

In any event, developmental work in the separate ap-

proaches should go forward, even to thg po.int of funding

entire schools to be set up according.twthe educational

philosophy of the"various values-education models,. with

the results, problems, and successes carefully monitored.

Pc second type of needed reseArch in my opfnion, would

be integrative 'in nature and fuequently longitudinal. Let

me give two examples.
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If two common goals of values education are, in fact, the

achievement of a personally satisfying life and socially con-

structive behavior, we.might find or create the instruments
11

best suited to measuring those two phenomena. We might then

form a variety of experimental groups and provide each with

an educational experience over several years which would uti-

lize a particular values-education approach. Such an experi-

ment could tell us which techniques are more effective for

what ends, what kinds df students work best with each, and

the like. The experiment would both increase our knowledge

about values growth and development in general and provide an

important validity check on tlie claims made by the individual

values approaches.

Another.kind of integrative-research effort would be to

examine more closely the array of valuing skills I identified

-earlier in this paper. Again, we could identify or create

the instruments which would best measure the individual's

skill in'utikizing each valuing process. This would enable

us to distinguish the "high valuing person" (the one who

thi.nks critically, Chooses from alternatives, etc.) from the

"low valuing person" (thelone who does not distinguish fact

from ópinion, chooses the first alternative which comes

along, etc.). An enormous amount of significant data could

be derived from a cross-sectional study of thousands of

people of all ages, races, and backgrounds, measuring their



degree of valuing skills and correlating this factor with

job and life satisfaction, citizenship behaviors (e.g., do

they vote? write letters to'the editor?), health, family

adjustment, and so on. Are the valuing skills correlated

with "success" for all people or lust for some ages, races,

etc.? Are all the valuing skills important, or 'are only se-

lected skills important, or are some skills more important

than others? Will a factor analysis show that each valuing

skill is a distinct factor, or that some groupings allow us

to combine several valuing skills into one category and thus

further clarify the specific skills to pursue in values edu-

cation? The possibilities are endless.

What I am suggesting is that we need to back away a bit

from some of the narrower specific questions and tackle some

of the biggest and most important questions in values edu-

cation, which transcend any specific values-education ap-

proaches: For example, What would the product of am ideal

values/moral education look like? How can we best achieve

that kind of result? ,

I sometimes wonder if there is not a fear among fund-:

ing sources to tackle this kind of task. It probably seems

much safer to fund 10 different projects for $100,000 each

than one project for $1 million; safer politically and in

the sense that'with 10 projects, somebody is bound to come

up with something worthwhile, whereas with one project, you
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never know. I suggest, that onevell-selected4 larger proj-
.

ect might, in the long'run, take Us further than 10 itroj-

ects which are smaller or narrower in scope. Fortunately,
lop

it is not an either-or situation. Both kinds of projects

deserve support: Still, I think that more daring is neces-

sary irt funding some experiments that can demonstrate almost

conclusively certain major premises about values,education

and thereby focus all our work in even more productive di-
.

rections for years to come.

Dissemination

While this kind of-research goes on, we need to do the

best we can with the knowledge we have. How do-we inform

the largest number of educators about the better values-edu-

cation materials and methods which are currently available?

Demonstration schools. Schools u.sing the different val-

ues-education approaches are one method; they can expose-

thousands of visiting educators to concrete examples of

"important educational models. The use of demonstration

schools is also consistent with current programs supporting

schools and centers which exhibit promising approaches.

Three other means of dissemination constitute the major

programs of my own organization--the National Humanistic

Education Center. Let me explain these.

Teacher training. It has been my experience that ad-

ministrators and teachers develop a commitment to values



education of the kindI have been describing primarily by

participating actively in a workshop, class, or learning

experience characterized by such a learning approach. Only

when educators experience a concrete example of this approach

do they become motivated to change their.teaching behavior

significantly. All school district policy statements include

references to moral or citizenship education; but it is so

hard to effect competently that most people'steer clear of

it.

Funds for teacher training in this area help encourage

these kinds of learning experiences. But it is better still

to set up some kind of system whereby funds are made avail7

able for the edudation of in-house trainers. Districts could

be paid for sending teachers or adminkstrators (volunteers)

to, say, a regional workshop provided the districts agree to

have these people return to conduct further training in the

district.

Films of some of the major values-education approaches in

operation in real classrooms can be an excellent aid to dis-

seminating our present methods on a wide scale. The films

could become an important'part of in-service training and

could be lent to districts across the country at minimal

expense.

Development of materials. In the area of materials for

education, there has been a great deal written in the field
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of values education. Superka, Johnson, and Ahrens (1975)

have provided one model for analyzing materials in ihe field.

Our National Humanistic Education Center is compiling a cata-

logue of materials for teachers which shows how to,teach the

valuing skills and deal with values issues in specific sub-

ject areas such as English, history, mathematics, and sci-

ence. We have found in the past that when we publish such

listings, drawing together in one source all the materials

available, thousands of districts, schools, and .individual

teachers write in for the materials. Would it be too com-

mercial to suggest that an agency like the National Institute

of Education set up, or contract with a nonprofit organiza-

tion to set up, a clearinghouse to make available at cost the

best and most useful materials in the field of values edura-

tion? I am not suggesting a complete list of everything that

has been written in the field, with a long computer printout

that provides little or no guidance. I mean a narrow selec-

tion of the most practical materials which teachers can use

to implement values equcation. Our Center has had a great

deal of success with its offering, and I see no reason why

such a service could not:be implemented on a wider scale.

Support groups. The ehird means of dissemination which

we are using at the NationaZ Humanistic Education Center is

that of support groups. We have written a Manual for Profes-

sional Support Groups (Kirschenbaum & Glaser, 1976) and are
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now field-testing it i several localities. Our hypothesis-
.

is that peer, professiohal-learning, and support groups can
1

become effective vehicle to disseminate promising new self-

help methods, to facilitatle means b'y which educators learn

about new methods from ea9h other, and to provide the emo-

tional,and professional s4pori which innovators so often

.

i

ifieed. ;

.

,

_

These means of dissemilnation have great potential, I

think, for reachifig a wide audience of edueators across the

country. Many have been 4sed in other areas, e.g. , indi-

vidualized instruction and career education. They could

readily be used in the field of values, moral, and citizen-

ship education. ,

Community Reaction

How does the community at large react to all this? I

have suggested that most values educators, if they could

separate themselves a bit from vested interests in their own

approaches, would agree on ilkoad goals and specific objec-

tives for values education. Are most parents, religious

leaders, and community members ready to go along?

do not know of extensive research that answers this.

Questionnaires given to parents and others often tend to re-

flect the biases of the surveyor. If we were to ask, "Do

you believe the schools have a responsibility in helping

26



cfiildren become good citi/ens?" or "Do you believe that

schools should he4p give students the skills to build

personally satisfying lives and be constructive members

of society?" it is obvious that the vast majority would

respond favorably. If, on the other hand, we asked, "Do

you think schools should take on the responsibility (previ-

ously left to the home and the church) of teaching values?"

most people would answer negatively. Questionnaire data .

on community opinion must be viewed very cautiously; in my

experience, it is almost always motivated by, and used as,

political strategy for some individual or group wanting to

implement a particular philosophy. -

My opinion on community reaction to values education is

that parents, religious leaders, and others sincerely desire

the broad goals of values education mentioned above; they

want children to lead purposeful, satisfying lives, and they

want them to be constructive members of the community. They

also sincerely want children to have the valuing skills to

obtain these two broad objectives. However, when certain

controversial issues are involved, some members of the com-

munity prefer that children not be exposed to specific points

of view or even to the issues themselves. Such exposure,

they feel, threatens their own authority and could be harmful

to the children.

hasten to point out that this rarely becomes a major



a

problem for values education. Normally values educators use

common sense about possible or actual community reaction.

By using good taste and occasionally avoiding controversial

issues which are certain to create strong feelings and po-

larization, the overall values-education program is allowed

to continue intact. In cases where individual parents are

strongly against 'their children's participation in a certain

aspect of the values-education program, arternative learning

experiences can be provided. Adequate teacher preparation,

administrative support, and continuing emphasis on basic

afademic skills will all help ensure the longevity of the

13pilgram. With this kind of responsible implementation, the

najority of parents respond positively to values educat.ion.

wokald estimate that values clarification, the approach I am

most familiar with, has been implemented in thousands of dis-
t

tricts across the country. I find it significant that I have

heard of only a dozen incidents where it became a source of

serious community controversy.

In the small minority of cases where there is vigorous

community opposition to values, moral, and citizenship edu-

cation, the schools are faced with a dilemma not unique to

values education. Who ultimately controls the schools?

Parents, taxpayers, teachers, administrators, students,

school boards, and even the courts all make some claim to

a decision-making role. Until the problem of control is
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resolved by society as a whole, then values educationlike

busing, school financing, community involvement, segregation,

and other issues--will be merely,the battleground op which a

more basic issue is fought.

In most districts, however, values education will con-
_

tinue to be more like most eftcational innovations. Can it

,
be supported on its merits? Can it win adherents? Can it

continue to survive and flourish, or will it go the way of

other educational fads and panaceas? I think we have the

evidence to show that values education, moral education,

citizenship education is more than a fad; it is supported by

a growing base of soUnd theory and research and, more impor-

tant, is crucial for the well-being of our society.
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IMMEDIATE'NEEDS IN VALUES EDUCATION: COMMENTS ON

HOWARD RIRSCHENTUM'S PAPER

-Rodney F. Allen

Florida State_UniversitY

Agreeing with Kirschenbaum!s central. concerns, the
author takes issue wipk Kirschenbaum's proposed syn-
thesis of valuee-education theories and with his
slightin9 of the social context of values.educatkon.
However, the author shares Rirschenbaum's hopes for
values education within American education and ex-
pands upon his propdsed dissemination RptworkS.

.
Taking on a yest topic, Mrschenbaum rambles across the

values-education 'field pointing to a few differences among

the many valueb theorists and practitioners. His message is

optimistic, using notin-names for values "(e.g., justice, freez-

dom) to point out agreement across the field. I agree with
4

his optimism about the interest in values education, but ,I do

not agree with his grounds.

Points at Issue

Certainly values educators might agree on the noup-namei

for values. Hut there are fundamental differences about how

these valueds fit together into both individual commitments

(and action) and societal aspirations (and actipn). nisch-

enbaum glosses overtthe si9nificant differences in method,

styles; conception, and F;sychological basis which are at the

. root of heated controversy among values educators. These
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controveriies are real, and they.are perplexing to classroom

teachers, who must make ipstructional,deeisicins today.

Kirschenbaum proposes a synthesis which is fundamentally

a -1-i-st-of-manycompatrins_approaclies to yalues education

(under his label of "skille). However, there are several

problems with this. First, while sucl a list*, which includes

everyone's particular concern in values education, may make

many happy because they get a piece of the action, solid the-

ory for instruction cahnot be based upon' such a pedagogicel

smorgasbord. The synthesis needs to have moee fundamental

unity than appears in Kirschenbaum's justification. We nbed

to know how and why these pieces fit together, what they look

like in a program for instruction, and so forth. Matters of

substance cannot be reduced to a "process* or two and still
111

serve as a useful basis for moral education.

Second, Kirschenbaum's synthesis Makes values education
4eft

such a vast field that it becomes the entire social education

of children and adults. Perhaps that is-the truth of the

matter--that values education is social education. But if we

accept this statement, then our term values education 'loses

its content and meaning and we ought to simply discuss social

education.

Third, Kirschenbaum's presentation reflects a weakness

in the field of values education; i.e., much of the debate

"4 1
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focuse's upon the form of values-education mbthods and pro-Y

cedures, while ignoring the function. We need a more in-

tensive dialogue on the function of values education--its

goals and significance for the 'social system--and thedolace

..of schools (formal education) within the values-education

concerns of the larger community.

Similarly, Kirschenbaum's argument reflects the valuesr

education debate which turns on the technology: 'How can

it be accomplished? Which is more effective--values clari-

fication or cognitive moral development? And so on. Not

enough of his argument confronts the ends sought by values

educators. In dialogue with the wider community, values

educators, indeed all educators, need to deal with such so-

cial and philosophical questions as: What is the moral per-

son? What kind of moral person do our communities desire?

What life.goals and societa.1 aspirations are the finest human
It

commitmerits toward which we should strive together? What
%

kinds of life-styles and what kinds of societies are worthy

of our commitment and our striving .(as values educators,

parents, etc.)? The gist of this dialogue is available to

us. My point is that as values educators we have not dealt

with the issues in any systematic fashion. More important,

we have not engaged in such dialogue with the larger com-

munity ovet the function and goals of values education in the

, schools. (For example, many values educators see the cal.l.ing

35
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to their craft through the image of the prophet, while the

wider community sees the public school with kingly and

priestly functions, not prophetic roles!)

Kirschenbaum's paper, and the field of values education,

ignores sociology. We are given a view of values education

that focuses upon the education and development of the in-

dividual. We tend to ignore the social setting in which

values education and socialization take.place, with the ex-

ception of a few critical remarks in passing. -liowev.er, our

efforts as values educators might better be directed to the

education of parents and ourselves rather than the children.

It may be impossible to carry Rut values education for chil-

dren and adults--the way Kirschenbaum and others indicate--

within the social institutions which we have created. It

may be impossible to carry out values education for children

in the schools as we know them, in the family climate and

structures which we have created. Certainly cultural anthro-

pologists and sociologists have, or may have, something to

tell us about our predicament with regard to the institu-

tions which we have shaped and which continue to shape us.

Turning to specific needs in the area of research, de-

velopment, and dissemination, I suggest that the major need

of educators is to get on with what we now think we know.

That is, we need to organize and use what we know, reflect

upon some of the basic issues in the field, and use the



resulting decisions and commitments to act, while fesearchers

continue their efforts. One cannot wait upon the other.

Recommendations for Dissemination

In this vein, I see community-awareness education as a

primary dissemination activity. There is not much consensus

concerning what schools are about in our society, and we need

an open dialogue in as many forums as possible to wrestle

with questions surrounding the mission of education (formal

and nonformal) in a free society. The goals of moral/citi-

zenship education should be part of that discussion. The'

attempt would be to build an aware and supportive citizenry,

a constituency for the programs to be undertaken by educa-

tors. In this effort the issues must be identified and

confronted directly. .Necessary vehicles for dissemination

include the electronic media, newspapers and periodicals,

public forums, community seminars, conferences, and short

courses. While this proposal has an idealistic ring to it,

efforts to develop and sustain moral-education programs will

falter unless they are perceived as an integral part of the

educational process by a significant constituency.

Second, we need a major dissemination program directed

to eddtators, wherever they are based (schools, universi-

ties, youth programs, etc.), which deals with the following:

(a) alternative conceptions of moral/citizenship education,
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(b) public-policy and educational 'issues involvod in moral/

citizenship education programs, (c) the use of philosophi-

cal and empirical research findings, (d) analysis and eval-

uation of existing materials and strategies_s_and_Lel_evalua-

tion procedures appropriate to moral/citizenship education.

Kirschenbaum's dissemination program--roughly akin to the

agricultural model--is a useful one. Probably the greatest

impact can come from establishing a variety of values/citi-

zenship education centers within an array of educational

systems, e.g., schools, religious organizations, regional

laboratories, universities, and state departments of edu-

cation.

The activities for such centers would vary with the na-

ture of the system sponsoring the center and the personnel

available. At Florida State University we are in the pro-

cess of establishing a values-education center, with core

support from the university. Faculty members ft\om a variety

of academic-departments will serve on an advisory board with

state educators. Professors, students, and teachers will be

recruited to work on ad hoc programs developed by the center

and supported by the center or by outside agencies. Follow-

ing is a list of the proposed functions of the center, in

order of priority:

1. Identify and collect research literature, theoretical

papers, and instructional program materials. These "library"



holdings will be readily accessible in one place for users

in target audiences.

2. /Analyze and evaluate existing instructional programs,

yielding revision and adaptation information for potential

users in target audiences.

3. Disseminate and exchange research, theoretical, and

instructional program information, with the center serving

as a link between those in target audiences and state, natio-

nal, and international values educators. The quantity and

quality of information on values education available to our

target audiences will be increased by means of newsletters,

occasional papers and reports, conferences and public lec-

tures, and academic and commercial publications (books, jour-

nal articles).

4. Assist various agencies and individuals in the use,

dissemination, and diffusion of values-education programs

and information.

5. Assist in the development of`public-awareness and

community-education programs designed to build understand-

ing and support for values-education Orograms in educative

systems.

6. Provide in-service and preservice training for pro-

fessional personnel in target audiences by means of work-
s

shops, seminars, and short courses; self-instructional
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media and correspondence courses; and crdit and noncredit

--courses (on and off cimpus).

7. Respond to the expressed concerns of personnel in

target audiences for needs assessments, resource inVento-

ries, and surveys relating to values education.

8, Assist various agencies and individuals in the de-

sign and development of instructional systems for values

education.

9. Conduct, or assist in, the formative and summative

evaluation of values-education instructional prograMs.

10. Conduct, or assist in, research efforts pertaining

to values education.

This priority listing of objectives for the values-

education center reflects my conception of what is most

needed at this time; I think that it reflects Kirschenbaum's

concerns as well.

Recommendations for Research

Beyond the two kinds of dissemination programs, we need

research directed to the clarification of the issues in-

volved in moral education. Much of this research is ethical-

philosophical, psychological, and sociological work. For

'example, philosophers, theologians, and psychologists might

grapple with questions concerning the nature and alternative

definitions of the person, especially definitions of the



moral person. This integrative inquiry woad confront ques-

tions about reason and emotions in moral behavior and the

impact of socialization and social systems on both moral be-

scientists, and others might discern alternative conceptions

of society, with differing implications for moral behavior

and moral development. Scholars in the area of sociology of

knowledge and curriculum developers might labor together on

styles of knowing'and discerning meaning which are critical

in moral/citizenship education. Mt would want to know which

type of knowledge is most fruitful in moraA education pro-

grams: (a) empirical-rational knowledge from the social,

natural, and physical sciences; (b) personal knowledge and

meaning derived from one's own experience and the experience

of others; and/or (c) normative-critical knowledge wherein

inquiry begins from an ideal model.

Such integrative research is truly a multidisciplinary

reflection upon where we are, what we already know, and how

to use existing knowledge and insights. Beyond this point,

research and development should proceed to ()Oen areas and old

questions about moral/citizenship education. But the thrust

of, -our goncern, as educators, should be identifying what we

already have and using that effectively.

4 8
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Future Directions

As I said earlier, I am optimistic about mounting a

renewed commitment to values education in educational sys-

teas,Concerned_persona_may find hope, if not comforts_ in

the way things are going. At least two factors are encour-

aging.

First, an increasing concern within many sectors of our

society about values confusion and anomie is reflected in

many personal decisions end public policies. Statements by

political leaders, civic and professional groups, and lead-

ers, in various religious traditions have indicated that the

time to take concerted action is now. While the conceptions

of the problem sometimes may be distorted and the goals for

ameliorating the problem sometimes misguided, the array,of

public concern is impressive.

Second, recent research in poral/values development

within the social sciencese coupled with institutional

analysis and more traditional humanistic knowledge, yields

the guiding insights for moral/values development programs.

While not conclusive, the knowledge and skills we now have

lend us the power to take action together. We can design

institutions that encourage and support the development of

. individual potential, that foster the re-creation of values,

and that further the, commitments to justice. We can design

programs together that function to sustain moral/values
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development of indillals, to stipport ccimmitments'to social

te50,444St

justice, and to enhance the moral vision and habits which are

complementary to social participation.

The.oppprtunity exists for education to respond to the

values concerns of persons within our

talent exists for such responses. The

able, even in an era of austerity; for

taining such efforts.

coimunities. The

asources are avail-

mountig and sus-

/



A PERSPECTIVE ON AnotticrcAL ADEQUACY- -SOME IMPLICATIONS-FOR

VALUES EDUCATION: COMMENTS ON HOWARD KIRSCHENSAUM'S PAPER

Milton Meux

University of Utah
v

The author suggests new iiirectiores,for values educa-
tion--not recommended by Kirschenbaum--implied by a
claim involving a perspective on axiblogical adequacy.
This term refers to criteria, such as consistency anil /

comprehensiveness, which are used to judge the adequacy
of a, values theory with plspect to such aspects as its
conceptions of values and values reasoning and its 0

normative principles. Implications for goals include
identifying possible criteria for axiological adequacy

\ of students' values and the dasirability of these for
goals. Implications for intervention include identi-\\\

fying possible activities and combinations of such ac-
t vities (procedures and strategies) to achieve the de-
s able goals. Kirschenbaum, however, does not clearly
in rporate axiological adequacy either in goals CT in-

ter ntion. R&D suggestions focus mainly on measurement
and e phasize its complexity. The author distinguishes
3 inte related kinds of validity: conceptual, content,
and con truct. Finally, 3 kinds of plausible rival
hypoEhes\es need to be minimized in construct validation:
value, value-related, and nonvalue.

This brief response will be restricted to the first

three sections of Kirschenbaum's paper: those sections con-

cerning the goals of values education, kinds of interven-

tion in the schools, and research and development. Although

The author would like to express his appreciation to
Terry Applegate, Jerry Coombs, Keith Evans, Mike Parsons,
Bob Tucker, and Bill Whisner for their helpful discussions
of various ideas in this paper.
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Kirschenbaum's effort to be integrative and to take a broad

perspective on values education is a worthy one, he is not

sufficiently general or radical for the current needs of

values education, especially the values-theory approaches.

would like to'make three main points: (a) The values-

theory.approach needs.new directions implied by a claim about

axiological adequacy in values education. (b) The new direc

tions implied by this claim involve goals of values educa-

tion kinds of intervention, and research and development..

(c) Each of the three areas--goals, intervention, and re-

search and development,--requires a major effort because of

its importance and complexity.

Points of Agreement

Before stating the claim and developing its implications

both Lur Kirschenbaum's paper and

me indicate a number of points on

agreement with Kirschenbaum.

Goals

Kirschenbaum points out that the end points

goals, i.e., the vslues in a person's life, are

for general discussion, let

which I am in essential

or long-term

not just

specific behaviors; they are much more general and perva-

sive. They play a crucial role in certain "forms of life"

(Wittgenstein, 1453) involving reasoned choice, action, plan-

ning, and the like. These forms of life are closely related

46
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to what Rokeach (1973) refers 130 lila the "functiOne of a per-

son's values system and'what Rescher (1969) describes as a

pervasive human phenomenon, i.e., planning actions and pass-

ing judgmeilt on actions of oneself and others.

The emPhasis on constructive aspects of group life re-

flects a general, and undoubtedly needed, societal shift to.

cooperative rather thari competitive values.

Kindi ')f Intervention

Kirschenbaum points.out that while moralizing and model.;

ing have been traditional kinds of.inteiV'ention, they bop:

pose a difficult problem for the child. Row can the child

resolve the conflicts among moralizers or among models?

Kirschenbaum identifies some current perspectirs in values

a

education, each of which attempts in some wiy to reduce or

handle the problem faced by the child in the traditiOnal

% approaches: values clarification, Rokeach's approach to

values change (though not strictly a values-educatiOn ap-

proach); Rucker's approach; Kohlberg's approach of dis-

cussing moral dilemmas; and various approaches explicitly

involving analytical and critical think0g. -

Some common element's among these current approaches to
a

values education can be identified, especially the clari-

fication,and development of processes and skills. (Kirsch-

enbaum's main effort here, his integrative list of vklu-

J.ng processes and, skills however, does not incorporate
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grocesses and skills froth all these Current appAzachese)
4

In addition, current approaches emphasize practice in ap-

plying these skills and, moie important, help children with
, *

the problem .of resolving confliCtsby creating a variety of
0

conflict or dissonance situations for thed to work out:

A skill approach to values educatiop has the qreat.ad-

vantage of-building on the school's historical precedent of

emphasizing the development of skills.

Research and Development

Support of the most promisingyalues-educhtion approaches

is reasonable, although the criteria for support that Kirsch-

enbaum gives'need to be supplemented (/ suggest that fur-

ther criteria for suppoi^t involve s e treatrient of axiologi-
/

cal adequacy in the values-eclucaition program: see below.) As

part of the support, Kirschenbaum's suggestion to interview

values educators who have achieved some "success" seems to be

a fruitful one and would undoubtedly improve the results of
4

this kind of support.
. .

.

Measuring the extent to which Kirschenbaum's two broad

goals of values education are achieve&using both-existing

and newly constructed measimes--is a sound suggestkon for

existing and new values-education approaches.

The two "integrative" examples of-studies are interest-*

ing, especially the second,4rhich would'yield some useful

data.

)"
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The Perspective of Axiological Adequacy

In a recent presentation at an AERA symposium, Meux dnd:

-
'nicker (1976) proposed Itbe_following claim concerning values

_ k

_education, using the conceptOOT axiological adequacy: If

values education (some prograt or product) is not conceined

with the .improvement of development of the axkological ade:-

quacy of some aspect(s) of students' values ,in-a broad senbe

--such as their values reasoning, their capabilities and

dispositions foi valueb reasoning, or their values systems

-then it is not lustifiable as values education.

Our claim thus agrees with,Kohlberg (1971) on the fun7

damental importance i.-11 values education of the improvement

or development of the adequacy of students' values--in some

sense of adequacy and some sense of values--but differs

slightly in our conceptualization of the nature and criteria

of adequacy. Kohlberg (1971) uses the term philosophical

adequacy (distinguishing it from psychological adequacy, in

-tile sense of adjustment, mental health, purely affective

processes, etc.), thus invoking some indefinite set of ade-

quacy criteria associated with the philotophical literature,

especially criteria,for moral reasoning. However, in our

judgment, the term axiological adequacy more accurately de-

picts the nature and scope of the criteria of adequacy appro-

priate for values education.

What is axiological adequacy? Since axiology is the
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study of values (often designated as the theory of value or

theory of values), axiological adequacy refers to the cri-

teria of adequacy by which any theory of values is judged.

For example, there are criteria for judging the adequacy of

a theory of values with respect to its concept of values,

its classification of values, its normative principles, its

own criteria for the evaluation of values, the nature of

values reasoning, and the like. Examples of such criteria

of axiological adequady are consistelty, comprehensiveness,

clarity, and congruence with fact.

Axiological adequacy is not restricted to the adequacy

of moral theories, as in Kohlberg, but also includes the

adequacy oT values theories Of any kind, whether they are

theories of genetic values or theories of specific values--

aesthetL, economic, political, intellectual, and so,forth.

Moreover, axiological adequacy is concerned both with

(a) metanormative questions in a values theory concerning

the concept of values and the nature and justification of'

any kind of values reasoning; and (b) normative questions

in a values theoiy concerning the adequacy of normative judg-

ments, whether particular or general judgments, and whether

judgments of values or obligation.

Figure 1 contains a variety of criteria of axiological

adequacy, by no means a comprehensive list (Meux & Tucker,

1976).



,Figure 1

Criteria of Axiological Adequacy Proposed in
Values Literature

Parker (1957)

Principle of attainment
Principle of beneficence
Principle of rank:

Duration
Volume (scope)
Height (self-transcen-
dence)
Symbolism
HarmonAlk,
Intensity (primary,
secondary)

Perry (1954)

Preference
Intensity
Strength
Duration
Number
Enlightenment
Inclusiveness

Werkmeister (1967)

Duration
Intensity
Harmony
Level of self-involve-
ment:

Felt values
Self-legislated
values

Taylor (1961)

Strength
Importance
Precedence -

Coombs (1971)

Truth
Relevance
Comprehensiveness
Consistency

Whisner (1975)

Consistency
Comprehensiveness
Congruence with
fact (tIth)

Edel (1961)

Logical Standards:
Conceptual clarity
Methodological refine-
ment

Truth standards
Comprehensiveness or
completeness standpoint
Orientational standpoint
Functional standpoint

Brandt (1959)

Consistency
Generality
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Some implications of the axiological-adequacy perspec-
,

tive for goals, kinds of intervention, and research and de-

velopmentthe topics of the first three sections of Kirsch-

enbaum's paper--are discussed below. Although I will empha-

size recommendations stemming from this perspective, I will

also comment, where appropriate, upon Eirschenbaum's recom-

mendations as viewed from the axiological-adequacy viewpoint.

Goals

I.
From the perspective of axiological adequacy, what are

the possible goals for values education? They involve de-

veloping the various aspects of axiological adequacy of the

students' values--values reasoning, capabilities and dispo-

sitions for values reasoning, values systems, and the like.

Specific examples include developing or improving the con-

sistency of students' values systems, conformity of values

reasoning to standards of rationality, clarity of values, and

the strength and duration of values judged adequate by other

criteria of axiological adequacy.

After identifying possible goals, it will be important

to decide on their desifability singly and in combination.

Priorities of the various criteria of axiological adequacy

must be considered, as well as both the order and timing of

goals and the optimal ages or stages of development for

achieving them.
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Thus as many criteria of axiological adequacy as,possible

must be identified in order to determine iMportant relation's

among these criteria (such as empirical and conceptual, pro-

cestand product); to evaluate the priorities, order, timing,

etc., of the goals on the basis of these relations; and to

select from all this the most desirable and perhaps even

legitimate goals for values education. (Note that values

clarification as a goal would be included in the criteria

of axiological adequacy, but that it is only one of many

adequacy criteria.)

From this perspective, Kirschenbaum's first goal for

values education, personal satisfaction, is inappropriate

because it does not clearly incorporate axiological Adequacy.

Thus, a person could be satisfied with values which are not

clear, with values which are not consistent, with values

which are not comprehensive, with values which are not con-

gruent with existing fact, with values reasoning which is ir-

rational, or other possibilities. It is interesting to note

that an individual is likely to be satisfied with his values,

whatever they are; furihermore, as Baier (1969) points out,

it would be absurd for anyone to declare his values unsound

(i.e., axiologically inadequate). A person believes his

values to be sound whether or not they really are. More

specifically, his values may involve self-deception and dis-

tortion, may lead to antisocial behavior, and may even be
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characterized by any of the eight kinds of emotional prob-

lemd discussed in Raths, Harmin, and Simon (1966).

Kinds of Intervention

What are the possible kinds of intervention for achiev-

ing the 4oals of values education? Consiering the, variety

of possible goals, intervention will require a corresponding

variety of skills, processes, tasks, activities, procedures,

and strategies, some of which have already been identified

in the values-education literature. Howeier, other such

activities need to be identified as well. Further, it may

be especially fruitful to pursue diffei'ent combinations of

already specified activities, as well as new ones. A number

of tasks, for example, have been described for formulating

rational values judgments (Coombs & Meux,-4971) and other

tasks noted for resolving values conflicts (Meux, 1971);
9

clearly other relevant activities can be identified which,

in various combinations with these tasks, and in diffe'rent

strategies and procedures, may vary considerably in their

effectilpness f6r achieving ttie goals of values education.

The relevance of Kirschenbaum's recommended variety of
a

processes and skills to axiological adequay is not clear.

Two examples are "discharging distrepsful feelings" and

"sending clear messages." Further, he omits some skills

clearly relevant to criteria of axiological adequacy alreacly

identified in values-education literature, e.g., assessing
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the truth of purported factS, assessing the relevance of

facts, and testing the consistency of one's values principle.

Research and DeveloRment

Altholigh research and development include a variety of

,
methodological matters (e.g., research design, statistical

analysis, sampling, measurement, and evaluation), I will

focus here only on some implications of the perspective on

axiological adequacy for research design and measurement.

Since Kirschenbaum mentions research design and measurement'

only in passing, this section will include only my own recom-

mendations..

The central questions in research design concern internal

and external validity. With regard to internal validity:

have plausible rival hypotheses been sufficiently minimized

to warrant the claim that some particular kind of interven-

tion (skill, activity, strategy, etc.) achieves.some particu-

lar goal(s) concerning axiological adequacy? With regard to

exteral validity: if some particular kind of intervention

(skill, activity, strate4y, etc-.) achieves some particular

goal(s) concerning axiologidal*adequacy in some particular

situation, to what school situations can this be generalized?

If the internal-validity question cannot b6 answered in

the affirmative, then\the particular intervention cannot be

justified as achieving some particular goal(s). Thus, even

if improvement in students' axiological adequacy is observed,
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it cannot be argued that such improvement is att ibutable

to the inteivention itself. Xemay be due, accor ing to
\

one plausible rival hypothesis, to the kind of deticelopment

of adequicy Kohlberg describes in his theory 0.971) as oCcur-

ring naturally, much of it probably in nonschool settings.

If the external-validity question cannot be ansWered, a

variety of questions are raised which are not germane-here.

The central question in measurement also concernS plus-

ible rival hypotheges: Have plausible rival hypotheses been

sufficiently minimized to warrant ,the claim or interpreta-

tion that a given test actually measures a construct corre-

sponding to some criterion (or criteria) of axiological

adequacy?

If this question cannot be answered.in the affirmative,

then even if we observe changes or improvement on .the pur-

ported tests of criteria of axiological adequacy, we cannot

justify claims that, we are really achieving the goals them-

selves, whether by some particulariintervention or any other

factor. Thus, if a test is not valid and we assume,it is, we

may draw erroneouf0.nferences about the success of some kind
6

of intervention. On the basis of.this inference, the inter-

vention may not be modified to achieve the goal.

Although research design and measurement are closely re-

lated, measurement is of prior importance in certain ways;

so I will focus on measurement in the following section.
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The development of valid measures of criteria for axio-

logical adequacy is complex. Construct validation is nec-

essarily involved, along with its general complexit4es, such

as the need'for a-theoxetical network and a variety of vali-

dation methods (such as described by Cronbach, 1971). More

specifically; the measurement of any aspect of values is not

nearly so well-developed an area in psychometrics as is, for

example, the measurement of abilities; and-the measurement of'

axiological adequacy is even less well developed than other .

aspects of valUes (such as the well-known Allport-Vernon-

Lindzey Study of Values, 1960). Thus the number of plausi-

ble rival hypotheses for interpreting any teat as.a measure,

of some criterion of axiological adequacy is rather -large;

it requires considerable research effort to reduce the number

or plausibility of these rival hypotheses.

Taking into account the importance and complexity of the

measurement situation, I will make three xecimmendations

for developing measures of criteria of axiological adequacy:

(a) Three distinct but interrelated types of validity are

required, each necessary but not sufficient to answer the

central measurement question for a given measure. These

are conceptual validity, content validity, and construct

validity. (b) For a given measure, the phases of test con-

struction and validation should establish the three types

of validity in the orddPlisted: conceptual', content, and



construct. (c) Specialists should be trained to be competent

in all three types of validity.

Since the second and third recomnendations need no dis-

cussion here, Imrill confine my comments to the first.

Conceptual validity. Conceptual validity involves the

soundness of the concept of mime particular criterion (or

criteria) of axiological adequacy to be measured. Conceptual

analysis is th appropriate method to achieve *this soundness.

Such a conceptual analysis might involve, for example; the

consideration of a variety of cases relevant to the concept,

the formulation of a list of tentative criteria for (i.e.

rules for the use of) the concept, and the testing of these

tentative criteria by other cases.

Conceptual validity is important primarily for-establish-

ing the similarity-of (a) the criteria proposed for the use

of a concept to (b) the ordinary use of the concept. This

similarity has consequences for the soundness of a given mea-

sure for values education. At this time the ordinary use of

the concepts of the criteria for axiological adequacy must be

fairly closely approximated. Otherwise, the greater the de-

viation from ordinary use, the iess certain we are as to the

relations between what a test measures and the need for and

"mandate" for values education. (In philosophical terms, I;

am arguing for reportive rather than reformatory conceptual'

analyses.) Conceptual validity is also important to help
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move from the general criteria of axiological adequacy to

specific5,situations_ for a teit (the AERA presentation'AMeux &

Tucker, 1976) provides an extended example of this move-from

the general to the specific); to help minimize plausible

rival hypotheses, especially those concerning values-related

phenomena such as satisfaction, attitudes, interests, be-

liefs, self-esteem; and to help specify the universe of

admissible operations for content yalidity.

Content validity. Content validi'ty involves the extent

to which a set of items on a test is a'representative sample

from some universe. Cronbach (1971) points out that the

specification of the universe actually involves the specifi-

cation of,a universe of admissible operations, i.e. , opera-

tions,,the investigator considers to yield equivalent results.

For our purposes, three important facets of the universe of

admissible operations should be noted. The first facet in-

volves the "substantive" part of the universe: the criteria

for'use of the concept in a class oi values situations ob-

tained from the conceptual analysis undertaken to-establish

conceptual validity. The second facet involves a set of task

\101,\imensions we discussed infthe recent AERA presentAtion (Meux

& Tucker, 1976): prediction versus judgment, evaluation of

values versus description of values, comPrehensive versus

narrow, extensive versus intensive, abstract versus concrete,

"conflict versus nonconflict, and values state versus values



trait. These task dimensions specify kinds of activities

for a test which are closely related to kinds of interven-

tion activities. Thus a test may or may not involve a con-
1

flict situation, may or may pot involve describing one's own

values, and so on. However, these task dimensions, although

important in determining equivalence in the universe of ad-

misalble operations, do not constitute the independent meth-

ods of data collection required by some construct-validaiion

methods, such as the multitrait-multimethod matrix (Campbell

& Fiske, 1959). The-third facet involves these independent

methods of data collection.. 9pe useful classification of

such independent methods, for example, is proposed by Runkel

and McGrath (1972), the main classes being subjective report,,

researcher observations, and past records. These independent

methods of data collection are important in eventually show-

ing that they can measure the construct and Fan obtain the

.fisate results.

Construct validity. Construct validity involves the,ex-

tent to which interpretive claims that a test measures some

criterion (or crit6vria) of axiological adequacy are sound,

i.e., the extent to which plausible rival hypotheses are

minimized. These plausible rival hypotheses are minimized

by the gradual and systematic use of each of a variety of

corr.1, 'zional, experimental, and logical methods to test some

theoretical network (Cronbach, 1971). Although.establishing
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conceptual validity and cogent 4alidity helps somewhat in
a

minimizing the plausible rival'hypotheses, the methods of

construct validation are ihe final arbiter; without construct

validation, claims about siullents' performance on criteria of

axiological adequacy cannot be justified.

As a final indication of the'complexity of the measure-

ment task in construct validation, let me indicate briefly

, the main classes of plausible,Fival hypotheses. For.this,

purpose, I distinguish values, valuet-related,.and nonvalues

phenomena and incorporate discussions of plausible rival

hypotheses by Runkel anellicGrath (1972) and Scott (1968).

Plausible rival hypotheses involving other values phenomena

may be prdposed; i.e., some criterion of axiological adequacy

other than that intinded to be measured is actually being

measured by a test. For example, a test may purport to mea-

sure strength but may actually measure intensity; a test may

be intended to measure precedence but instead may actually

measure importance. Plausible rival hypotheses involving

values-related phenomena may be proposed; i.e., some satis-

faction, attitude, interest, belief, or self-concept is actu-

ally being,measured by a test rather than the criterion of

axiological adequacy. For example, a test intended to mea-

sure respondents' views of the precedence of the church over

other things may actually measure attitudes toward the church

or beliefs about the church. Plausible rival hypotheses

61
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involving nonvalues phenomena are of several kinds (plus

t interaction oi any of the classes of hypotheses). Examples

pf rival hypotheses characterizing the respondent are social

desirability,'selfrpresentation.modes, guinea-pig, response

set, measurement as a cbange-agen't, and role selection. Ex-

amples of rival hypptheses as io population are restrictions'

on the population, instability of.the population over timer

and instability of the population among geographical areas.

Examples of instiumentpspecific rival hypotheses are verbos-

ity,darelessnéss acquiescence, and extremity. Examples of

general-content riv'al hypotheses are content restrictions,

content instability over time, and content instability over
p.

areas. Examples of situational rival hypotheses are charac-

teristics of the test administrator, time of day, day of the

week, noise, light, and physical aspects of group settings.

Conclusion

have indicated some new directions for values educa-

tion which are not suggested by Kirschenbaum. These new

directions for goals, kinds of intervention, and research

and development are implied by a perspective sz; axiological

adequacy. Because these new directions are of fundamental

importance for values education, their complexity requires

a major effort in any serious attempt to improve values

education.
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THE 'POWER OF POSITIVE PROGNOSTICATION IN VALUES EDUCATION:

ON HOWARD KIRSC4ENBAUM'S PAPER

\\

Values Education Centre

Fact---ducati"1.-----ersitofWinds"rOntario

John R. Meyer

The author suggests that Kirschenbaum assesses the

state of the art in values education with optimism
clouded by uncritical eclecticism. It is an unwar-
ranted assumption that all specialist& would agree
on his 2 ultimate goals, and there is Little justi-
fication for his grouping of values-education ap-
proaches. Unfortunately, it has been the experience
of facilitators and practitioners that personal com-
mitments and numerous techniques are insufficient to

penetrate the barriers of parent& and educators re-
sistant to humanizing the classroom. The monumental
task is to create a positive attitude toward, a de-
sire for, values education so that the environment
can he truly changed in a positive manner. Both at-
titudinal and financial support is urgently needed
for collaborative, longitudinal, and carefully mon-
itored projects. It is recommended that an inter-
national network of projects in values education
be established under the umbrella of a competent
R&D agency. In this effort, redundancy should be
avoided, and assessment of existing programs should
be undertaken in order to validate the claims of
moral/citizenship educators.

Admittedly, Kirschenbaum has been assigned an awesome

task: "to outline the state of the art in values education

and to make recommendations for further research, develop-

ment, and dissemination activities in this area." My4task is

almost equally awesome: to critique Kirschenbaum's product.

My methodology will be a descriptive analysis of each part

of his paper. I enjoy his optimism about the broad field;
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however, I suggest that while his positive thinking may

attract the initiate or the nonspecialist, it may alsov by

the same token, constitute a devious manipulation of those

insufficiently informed or inexperienced.

Who Wants Which Goals

The first problem I see is Kirschenbaum's eclectic style;.

he homogenizes all approaches under two "overriding goals":

(a) "to help people become more-fulfilled and satisfied with

the quality of their lives," and (b) "to help them become

more constructive members of the groups of which they are a

part." This me.ans that basically the two ultimate goals of

all values educators are self-awareness and perspectivism
A

(relationships to others). Because of the global nature of

these goals and their flexibility for many interpretations

of specific ramifications, it is hard to fault Kirschenbaum.

However, the philosophers and religionists will'have a diffi-

cult time justifying such generalizations. Are we really

talking about anything specifically to do with morality, or

with a moral act or wlth a moral frame of reference? Is

Kir4schenbaum not assuming that all values educators prefer

to deal with the entire range of values? The values clarifi-

ers mighty but that would not be true for the moral develop=

mentalists and many religious educators.. If the goals per-

mit one to react with the charge of moral relativism, then
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Kirschenbaum is way off when he blaims: "I have never en-

countered a serious advocate of moral, citizenship, or values'

education who disagreed fundamentally with these two goals."

He clarifies the goal of being socially' constructive as help-

ing "create the conditions which permit others the freedom to

pursue lives that will be fulfilling and satisfying to them.

Again, this smacks of a highly relativistic stance that would

be unacceptable to many moral educators and certain social

theorists.

The next step in Kirschenbaum'es synthesis is to focus

upon the commonality of the values approaches that attempt to

achieve the two goals. It is true that if the educator talks

about teaching valuing skills or a specific kind of pupil

skills, there will be a better opportunity to reach other

educators and the community. I have already done this in

specifying learner outcomes for four major goals or objec-

tives in a curricular development project in southern Ontario

(Meyer, 1976).

Curricular Concerns

Howeve 1 have trouble with Kirschenbaum's five dimen-

sions of thinking, feeling, choosing or decision making,

communicating, and acting. 'qlere appears to be

reason for the. separate categories of "thinking"

ing or decision making." Granted that they are
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but where is the evidence that they can be meaningfully

incorporated into a curricular program? Yes, the educatipr

wishes to apply valuing processes and reinforce learned

skills, but there is far more than that to adequate cur-

--riculum development. How does one integrate these skills

with the content or form? What is the theoretical base for

such application? Is any one perception of how a person

learns as good as another?

The educational practitioner delights in the availability

and the use of techniques. The assumption is that whoever

created a technique knows both its justification and where it

is supposed to take learners. The various values approaches,

for the most part, do have theoretical bases, but there is

considerable controversy about the appropriateness of some of

these foundations. I serioustly question whether there has
0

been sufficient reflectiOn and congruence about them. Many

of our assumptions concerning the nature and purpose of human

beings have 'been neither stated nor explicated. There is a

claim that values educators are "doing their thing" to pro-

mote a democratic ideal of the polis_. But are we sufficient-,.

,ly agreed on personal and societal goal,s and ideals? Have we

shared and probed the learners and their guardians? 'Are we

respecting the autonoiy of the learner, or are we perhaps

closing minds?

I am not suggesting that values educators should stop all
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activities Antil such substantive problems are resolved.

But I am suggesting that we be rigorously honest about our4

assumptions, goals, and claims; honesty includes modesty and

caution.

Environmental Influence

Kirschenbaum claims that the dimension of social growth

through values education is a desirable goal. Yet he does

noi refer to any ofthe complexities of political and socio-

logical theories that impinge upon such a goal and upon citi-

zenship education. pen discussing research, he argues that

developmental work in the separate approaches should go for-

ward, while previously he,claimed that: (a) all of the ap-

proaches have the same goals, and (b) we now have sufficient

knowledge about values education to get on with implementa-

tion. These statements are incongruent. The state of the

art does tell us tnat there is a good deal of commonality

among the approaches or techniques. However, it also tells

us that we must alter the environment--the climate created

byadministrators, practitioners, institutions, and parents

--before we can reasonably expect the desirable learner

outcomes. Evidence is mounting that an environment of jus-

tice in the school, school systems, and larger community

may be more'crucial to values or moral development than are

all the techniques combined (Clark, 1976; Paolitto & Hersh,^

1976). Me have yet to isolate, correlate, and identify the
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causality of the variables and social forces at work in

order to give credence to our programming.

Promising Directions

I strongly agree with Kirschenbaum's recommendation that

funding be iade available to (a) carry out longitudinal stud-

ies (5 to 10 or more years) that wilr attempt to correlate

the variables, and (b) structure an environment (schoolts),

school systemIs1) that will promote development. I would

add that such projects should draw upon those who have tack-

led these larger issues and who relate to practitioners as

change-agents for professional and.curricular development.

These efforts should emanate from an international network

incorporating the work of leaders in the United Kingdom and

Canada. They should be monitored by a carefully selected

agency or consortium, with a representative panel of special-

ists and funding agents. I would go so far as to say that,

in the United States, Research for Better Schools would

adpirably perform a coordinating function.

Demonstration schools, teacher training, materials, and

support groups are mentioned by, Kirschenbaum as important for

the dissemination phase. I find it difficult to separate

those components if one is concerned about a holistic frame-

work. My experience has been that a well-designed project

should attempt to collaborate with the community and the
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school in training teachers and administrators in the theo-

ries and application of techniques that would in turn, lead

to the development of materials and support activities. We

need to discover and to apply better methods of change. We

need to build upon the consent and cooperation of the estab-

lishment in a joint venture for the improvement of society.

But first we need to clarify or prioritize our shared-assump-

tions ahd goals. Call it "community awareness* or simply

good planning.

The component that will most significantly assist the

growth of values education is the development of evaluation

procedures, both formative and summative. Although we have

some experience in evaluation in this domain, a massive ef-

fort m4st be undertaken to bring credibility to such proj-

ects. This calls for concentrated efforts to secure fund-

ing for a major evaluation project designed to research,

develop, and apply measurements to values/moral/citizenship

education. The project must be long-range and consist of the

combined and concerted talents of evaluators, statisticians,

and curriculum developers. In times of restraint, fiscal and

otherwise, the first question voiced by the community and

educators is how to justify moral/citizenship education; we

need visible evidence that it works.

Most of the needs that I have suggested could be managed

by carefully planned centers of research and development
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under some form of controlled network. Each of these centers

might focus on a particular dimension', e.g., measurement,

curricula for specific grade levels, community relations, and

support material for curricula. The network control centers.

Would disseminate communications, advise and control funding,

and integrate and coordinate the other centers' activities by

rotating visitations, colloquia, publicationss, exchanges,'

seminars, ani so forth.

There ale some useful piecedents in the Centers at Cam-

bridge University (U.K.i, Florida State University, Harvard

University, the National Humanistic Education Center, State

University of New York at Cortland, Research for Better

Schools, the University of British Columbia, and Windsor

University.

The time is upon us to unite and become better managers

and change-agents.
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